A simple analytic design procedure for bireciprocal lattice wave digital filters (bireciprocal LWDFs) is presented with approximate linear phase. The design is started by replacing the odd order all-pass filter branch in the bireciprocal LWDF with a pure delay, leaving the other branch as an all-pass even function of z -2 . Analytic design procedure is then formulated. Several design examples using such procedure are given for verifications.
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I. Introduction
A wave digital filter (WDF) is the digital counterpart of a corresponding analogue filter in the analogue reference domain. This makes the design of WDFs be basically carried out in the analogue domain using classical filter approximations followed by the application of certain analogue to digital transformations rules [1] .
Among all other types of recursive filters, wave digital filters are known to have many advantageous properties. They have low coefficient sensitivity, good dynamic range, and especially, good stability properties under finite-arithmetic conditions [1], [2] . Unfortunately, suboptimal design method of those WDFs results in very high complexity implementations. Particularly, favorable wave digital filters are the lattice wave digital filters (LWDFs) [2] . Using lattice WDFs, highly modular and parallel filter algorithms can be obtained. This makes them suitable for VLSI implementations as they have regular low complexity structures, low coefficients sensitivity, and can yield optimal pipelining for bit-serial implementations of maximally high-speeds [3], [4] . Some efficient pipelined WDFs are widely used in wideband high-pass applications such as wireless codec design or ECG signal processing [5] . Some others LWDFs guarantee that the optimum finite-wordlength solution can be found for both fixed-point and multiplierless coefficient representations [6] . Wave digital realizations can also be obtained from the specifications, through VHDL descriptions and then synthesized into Xilinx FPGA implementations [ 7 ] . I n a d d i t i o n t o t h a t , t h e L W D F i s w e l l s u i t e d f o r microcontrollers without a hardware multiplier [8] .
Among other LWDF applications, the high-speed integrated circuits and the multirate IF filters for mobile radio using LWDF implementations in silicon may be highlighted [9] , [10] . Recently, wavelet transform implementations and wavelet bases are obtained from orthonormal nonseparable perfect reconstruction quadrature mirror filter (QMF) banks that are realized with LWDFs [11]. More recently, LWDF are properly utilized in pulse shaping, audio / image processing systems, digital camera and mobile phones [12] , while, glass breakage detectors are simply designed using LWDFs on MSP430 chip [13] . Gazsi in 1985 [14] reported the first design of LWDFs using some explicit formulas for the direct computation of the adaptor coefficients starting from the poles of the transfer function of the analogue filter predesigned by classical filter approximation techniques. Such design uses the alternative pole technique for the realization of the WDF composed of two all-pass filter sections in parallel. However, such LWDFs can only satisfy some magnitude requirements without taking any phase requirement into considerations. Most attempts to design such LWDFs satisfying both magnitude and phase requirements face the problem of no closed form solutions existence. For those attempts, numerical optimization techniques must be adopted [1] . The idea of LWDFs is then extended to the design of almost linear phase LWDFs by replacing one of the two parallel all-pass sections by a pure delay [15] . Bireciprocal LWDF structures are preferred over LWDF ones because of their less complexity and minimal time delay. Nevertheless, their versions with approximate phase linearity still face the complexity of the design techniques [16] .
In this paper, a simple analytic design procedure for bireciprocal LWDFs with approximate linear phase is presented. The procedure is based on the prescribed idea of letting one of the two parallel all-pass filter sections be a pure delay to result in an almost linear phase LWDFs. Section II of this paper presents the basic ideas of LWDFs and bireciprocal LWDFs. The bireciprocal LWDFs with almost linear phase are described in section III. The design procedure is presented in section IV. Section V contains several design examples. Finally, section VI concludes this paper.
